# NIDA Data Share

**RRID:** SCR_002002  
**Type:** Tool

## Proper Citation

NIDA Data Share (RRID:SCR_002002)

## Resource Information

**URL:** [https://datashare.nida.nih.gov](https://datashare.nida.nih.gov)

**Proper Citation:** NIDA Data Share (RRID:SCR_002002)

**Description:** Website which allows data from completed clinical trials to be distributed to investigators and public. Researchers can download de-identified data from completed NIDA clinical trial studies to conduct analyses that improve quality of drug abuse treatment. Incorporates data from Division of Therapeutics and Medical Consequences and Center for Clinical Trials Network.

**Synonyms:** NIDA Clinical Trials Data Share, CTN database, NIDA CTN Data Share, CTN Data Share

**Resource Type:** storage service resource, database, catalog, service resource, data or information resource, data repository

**Keywords:** drug of abuse, clinical, data, data sharing, human, clinical trial, experimental protocol, addiction, drug, addiction, data set, substance abuse

**Funding Agency:** NIDA

**Availability:** Restricted

**Resource Name:** NIDA Data Share

**Resource ID:** SCR_002002

**Alternate IDs:** nif-0000-21981

**Old URLs:** [http://www.ctndatashare.org/](http://www.ctndatashare.org/)
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for NIDA Data Share.

No alerts have been found for NIDA Data Share.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 8 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.


Cook RR, et al. (2021) Associations between fentanyl use and initiation, persistence, and retention on medications for opioid use disorder among people living with uncontrolled HIV disease. Drug and alcohol dependence, 228, 109077.

Metsch LR, et al. (2021) Care Facilitation Advances Movement Along the Hepatitis C Care Continuum for Persons With Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis C, and Substance Use: A Randomized Clinical Trial (CTN-0064). Open forum infectious diseases, 8(8), ofab334.

